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ABsrRAcr
Hemusite, a new mineral with the formula Cu6SnMoSs, was found in the copper ore
deposit of Chelopech, Bulgaria, in association with enargite, luzonite, colusite, stannoidite,
renierite, tennantite, chalcopyrite, py'rite, and other minerals. It occurs as rounded isometric grains and aggregates usually about 0.05 mm in diameter.
Hemusite has a gray color, metallic luster, and moderate hardness (about 4, Mohs). In
reflected light it is violet-gray to ash-gray, isotropic, with low reflectivity (469 nm 23.4,
518 nm 24.9, 589 nm24.2,668 nm23.4!p).
Microprobe analyses indicate small amounts of Fe, V, As, and Se in the mineral.
The X-ray pattem is indexed on a cubic lattice, @:10.82 A. lfhe strongest lines are
3.Ir(t0)(2.22),1.919(5)(044), 1.858(3)(035), 1.632(3)(226).Single crystal studies could not
be made.
The name is from the ancient name of the Balkan Mts., in the Sorithern slope of which
the Chelopech ore deposit occurs.

INrnopucrroN
During microscopic studies of the copper ores from the Chelopech
deposit in Bulgaria in 1963,small grains of a mineral with unusual optical
properties were observed.Further detailed investigationb of the chemical
composition and properties of the mineral confirmed the original assumption that it is an independentspecies.The mineral was named hemusite
after the locality of its finding.l
Pnvsrclr, AND OPTTcALPRoPERTTES
Hemusite has a gray color and metallic luster. It is non-magnetic. A
microhardnessof 210-215 kg/mmz was determined with a llanemann's
indentor, correspondingto approximately 4 on the Mohs scale.
In reflected light the mineral is violet-gray to ash-graf, isotropic, with
a low reflectivity. The results of reflectivity measurements,taken with
1 The mineral and the name have been approved by the Commission on New Minerals
and Mineral Names, International Mineralogical Association.
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an apparatus with a photomultiplier of the Bernstein sysiem, are shown
on Table 1.
Hemusite polisheswell. Etch tests with HNO'(I: 1), HCI(1: 1), KCN,
KOH, HgClz, and FeC! are negative.
CnBlucer, ColrposrrroN
The composition of hemusite was determined by electron-probeanalysis. Several different types of instruments were used. Variations in the
conditions of the analysesand standards were also applied. The results so
obtained showed satisfactory agreement.The deviations of the measurements from their averagewere as follows: Cu:3.0 percent, Sn:0.8 percent, Mo:6.8 percent, S:6.3 percent. Three of the analyses are presented on Table 2. They were repeated and the values confi.rmedafter
repolishing the sections in order to make sure that the hemusite grains
were larger than the depth of penetration of the electronbeam. The results include correctionsfor the absorption of the X rays and for the
atomic number effect. The distribution patterns of the elements, obtained by scanning of the portion of the polished section containing
hemusitegrains (Fig. 1), are shownon Figure 2.
The chemical composition of hemusite closely corresponds to the
formula CuoSnMoSs.tThe small amounts of Fe, V, and As, detectedin
the mineral,probably replaceSn-atoms,and SereplacesS-atoms.
I In the early stages of the investigation some difficulties in determination of the
chemical composition of the mineral arose in connection with the small size of the grains.
The first analyses indicated high content of As and Fe (later established to be due to the
excitation of the surrounding enargite and pyrite) and no Mo. I reported the progress of
the study at the 7th Congress of the Carpatho-Balkan Geological Association in 1965
which lead to the publication of the name and the tentative formula with a question
mark, in the proceedings of the Congress (Terziev, 1965) and also in some later publi-
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X-nav fuvBsrrcartoNs
The X-ray powder diagram of hemusite was obtained from a few
micrograms of the mineral in a spheroidal rubber-paste sample with 0.4
cations (Terziev, 1966b,1968).The namewas includedin somelists of new mineral names
(Bonshtedt-Kupletskaya,1968,Fleischer,1968)with a formula (and without any question
mark), slightly difierent from that publishedpreviouslyby me,
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Frc. 1. Hemusite-containing portion of the surface of the polished section, which was
examined by an electron-probe X-ray microanalyzer. Photomicrograph, air. Hemhemusite, Col-Sn-colusite-stannoidite
Ch---chalcopyrite, Enaggregate, Py-pyrite,
marks made by a
enargite, Ten-tennantite,
crossed squares-indication
Qz-qrart4
diamond pyramid.

mm diameter, applying the method of Hiemstra (1956) as improved by
Ghenkin and Korolev (1961). Three samples were arLalyzedseparately
and later amalgamated in a singie sample in order to increasethe quantity of the mineral in the sample. The results were similar. All the X-ray
powder diagrams show a relatively small number of lines. The results of
the calculations of one of the diagrams are presentedin Table 3.
The X-ray diagramswere indexedin the cubic system with o 10.82A'
The small dimensions of the grains did not allow a more detailed structural investigation. The X-ray data however suggest a close relation to
the stannite group. A probable structural model of the mineral is a
stannite type of lattice with a unit cell of 4 (CueSnMoSs)where each Satom is surrounded by three Cu- and one Sn- or Mo-atom, as illustrated
in Figure 3. The slight increasein the value of o:10.82 A in hemusitein
comparison with the value of c:1O.72 A in stannite may be due to the

HEMUSITE
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Frc. 2. Scanning images of the hemusite-containing portion of the surface of the polished
section, shown on Fig. 1, with the distribution patterns of the elements. Electron-probe
microanalyzer JXA-3, acc volt 15 kV.

increasednumber of Cu-atoms in the lattice, replacing the smaller Featoms.
OccunnBNcp AND PARAGENESTs
The ore deposit of Chelopech in which the mineral was found is complex. It contains predominantly copper, but also lead-zinc and barite
bodies, represented by irregular replacements of Upper Cretaceous
propylitized andesites.The main ore minerals are pyrite, chalcopyrite,
tennantite, enargite, luzonite, bornite, galena, and sphalerite. A considerable number of minerals in small amounts is also present (Terziev,
1966a;1968).The ores contain Au, Ag, Se, Te, Bi, Tl, Sn, Ga, Ge, Mo,
and other trace elements.
There is a distinct horizontal and vertical zoning in the distribution
of the minerals (Terziev, 1965; 1966b; 1968): copper ore bodies are
found in the deeper levels while the lead- and zinc-containing minerals
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are above and around them. Uppermost is a barite zone locally enriched
in fluorite. Within the copper zorre, a chalcopyrite-tennantite-pyrite
association gradually gives way at depth to a luzonite-enargite-pyrite
association which in turn is locally replaced by a bornite-pyrite zone at
the deepestlevels.
Hemusite was established in the luzonite-enargite-pyrite zone of
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Frc. 3. A model of the structure of hemusite (b) compared with stannite (a).

copper oresin closeassociationwith other minor minerals such as colusite,
renierite,chalcopyrite,and tennantite. Hemustannoidite (CurFezSnSs),
site occursin rounded isometric grains and aggregatesof irregular shape.
The size of the grains is usually about 0.05 mm in diameter. In some cases
hemusite surrounds the zonal colusite-stannoidite aggregates forming
relatively large accumulationsup to 0.1 mm wide and 1.0 mm long in
crosssections(Fig. 4). Hemusite is one of the first to be formed amongst
the minerals in the association.
NeuB aNr Tvpo MrNBnar.
The name of the mineral is from the ancient name of the Balkan Mts.,
in the Southern slope of which the Chelopechore deposit occurs. The
name of the mountains, probably of Thracian origin, was spelled in
Greek as yap,voa-ndpassed to Latin as llemus. In some 18th century,
and more recent, French literature it was spelledas H6mus. The spelling
H6mus is acceptedin modern European languageswith the Latin alphabet. In languageswith the Cyrillic alphabet the original spelling Xemyc
is still preserved.
Samples of the mineral are kept in the Mineralogical Museum of the
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Frc. 4. Hemusite (IIem) surrounding spheroidal zonal colusite-stannoidite aggregates
(Col-Sn). Py-pyrite,
En-enargite, Qz-Quar tz. Photomicrograph, air.

University of Sofi.a,Bulgaria and in the mineralogical collections of the
Geological Institute of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.
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